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The Oklahoma egg industry is undergoing a transition from producing 
and marketing eggs on a current receipt basis to a system requiring that 
eggs be graded according to U.S. Standards and Grades. The mandatory 
egg law for Oklahoma became effective November 1, 1957. Complying with 
the new law means drastic changes and some reorganization on the part of 
producers as emphasis is placed on grade, with quality control at the 
producer level conditioning returns. 
At the retail and farm levels, eggs are classified and priced rela~ 
tive to interior quality. Therefore, net returns to egg producers are 
conditioned by the quality of eggs delivered to the egg handler. Decisions 
r 
relating to such practices as source of stock, confinement to the laying 
house, nutrition, disease prevention, number of nests and type of nesting 
aterial, frequency of gathering eggs, cooling and holding conditions and 
frequency of marketing, may affect the quality of eggs delivered by the 
producer and, therefore, affect returns that accrue to the resources 
employed in production. 
The interior quality of an egg is at its maximum. when first laid. 
Thereafter the rate of deterioration depends upon the care and environ• 
mental conditions that prevail. Other things being equal, artificial egg 
cooling and frequency of marketing are of special importance to the 
maintenance of egg quality. 
1 
2 
Grade A eggs sell for a higher price during the warm suumer months 
because of the comparatively short supply relative to this quality. 
Although the total supply of all eggs during these su111Der months is 
ample, normal high temperatures generally reduce egg quality and result 
in greater proportionate supplies of Grades Band C than in other 
seasons. During the fall months, Grade A prices normally continue high 
as the result of lower total egg supplies . The price spreads between 
grades of eggs are greater during these same SU11111er and fall months than 
for the remainder of the year. During the winter and spring seasons, egg 
production is at the seasonal peak. Grade A is in ample supply at a lower 
price and the price spreads between grades are less than for other seasons. 
Given this setting regarding the pricing and production of eggs, this 
study is concerned with an economic analysis of alternatives for maintain~ 
ing egg quality at the producer level. Since the holding condition is 
one of the most important factors affecting su11111er egg quality, technical 
and economic information relative to alternative holding conditions are 
essential for decision making at the producer level. This presents a 
problem of determining the economic consequences of alternative holding 
conditions and frequency of marketing so that the producer may make choices 
consistent with his goal. 
Particular Problem 
It was estimated that 90 percent of Oklahoma egg producers were 
-
small flock owners with 150 hens or less in 1956. This small flock size 
does not lend itself economically to the production and marketing of high 
quality eggs. Increasing flock si~e to a level that is economically 
3 
efficient is only one of the aany adjustments which can be made by the 
producer if he is to maximize the returns to the resources utilized in 
poultry production. 
In adjusting to the emphaaie on quality, there is a good posaibility 
that costly errors may be aade if producers inatall egg coolers. SOiie 
of these errors may include improper size, improper conatruction, or 
· improper location of the cooler. An egg cooler, too large or too small, 
for the quantity of eggs t be cooled can result in excessive costs. 
Within this framework the objective of this study is to provide 
Oklahoma egg producer• with technical and economic information necessary 
for selection of the optiaua type of holding condition. In developing 







To determine percent of Grade A eggs marketed under natural• 
holding conditions. 
To determine the impact of artificial-holding conditions on 
egg quality. 
To determine the impact of days held on quality under different 
holding conditions. 
To estimate costs associated with alternative holding conditions 
under three price levels. 
To estimate returna associated with alternative holding con-
ditions under three price levels. ' 
To determine the optimum holding and marketing practice to 
maximi~e returns froa egg sales under alte~stive prices. 
CBAP'tER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Temperature 
Conaiderable research baa been done relative to range of temperature 
suitable for cooling and holding eggs at the farm level. There ,appears 
to be general agreement that 55° to 60° F. provides adequate protection 
to egg quality for one to seven days. These temperatures reduce egg 
sweating to a minimum., a serious problem under extreme conditions when 
eggs are removed from the cooler for transportation to market. 
Jensen and Stadelman1 found that eggs refrigerated at 30° to 38° F. 
for more than a week had essentially the same quality as when they were 
placed in storage. They also found that a rapid decline in egg quality 
occurred during the normal marketing procedure. This decline was closely 
associated with the temperature of egg holding rooms. 
2 Dawson and Hall found that the greatest decline in albumen quality 
occurred during the first three days, regardless of temperature, 
Temperatures of 60° F. or lower were found to be practical for normal 
farm holding of eggs. 
1 L. S. Jensen and W. F. Stadelman, "A Study of Egg Quality in Market 
Channels," Poultry Science 31:772.,776, 1952. 
2 L. E. Dawson and C. W. Hall, "Relationship Between Rate of Cooling, 
Holding Container and Egg Albumen Quality," Poultry Science 33:624 .. 628, 
4 
In a study of egg quality on thirty~eight poultry ranches in 
California, Lorenz and Newlon3 found that egg room t emperatures and 
frequency of marketing were important factors affecting egg quality . 
Henderson4 discovered that albumen quality decreased more in four 
days at 80° F than in ten day• at 65° F. Be found that a day or two 
0 at 100 P. produced flatter yolks than 1everal months of cold storage 
at .34° to 38° F. 
Fr y of Oklahoma5 reported deterioration of 15 Haugh units when 
eggs were held at 60° F. for seven days. When held at 60° F. for seven 
days, newly laid eggs with an initial Interior Quality of 94 or above 
would s till be AA and those eggs with initial Interior Quality of 70 or 
above would still be Grade A. 
Humidity 
All r eports generally agree that relative humidity of 80 percent 
or higher i s necessary for maintaining egg quality if stored for an 
extended period . However, where eggs are marketed twice or more weekly, 
there is some difference of opinion as to the importance of relative 
humidity. Gener al r ecoamendations were that relative humidity at the 
farm level should be 65 percent or higher . 
5 
3r. W. Lorenz and W. E. Newlon, "A Field Survey of Ranch Egg Quality," 
Poult ry Sci ence 23 :418°430, 1944 . 
4 S. M. Henderson, "Cooling and Holding Eggs on the Ranch," California 
Agr i cultural Experiment Station Circular 405. 
5 J ack L. Fry, Management ~ Holding Conditions !!. They Affect !!!!. 
Interior Qualit y of Eggs, (unpub. M.S. Thesis, Oklahoma State University, 
19~6). 
6 
For shorter holding periods, a week or less, humidity had little 
influence on albumen deterioration according to Fun~6, but did affect the 
amount of evaporation. Satisfactory results were obtained during short 
holding periods by Van Wagenen et al.7 when the relative humidity was 
approximately 60 percent. 
8 Jeffrey and Durago found that relative humidities of 78 to 98 per• 
cent for winter temperatures and 62 to 93 percent for SWIiier temperatures 
had no effect on the interior quality as measured by the height of the 
thick albumen. 
Cost Data 
Cost data for cooling and holding eggs at the fara level are limited. 
The same is true for returns resulting from providing proper egg holding 
facilities. 
Jaska of Texas9 reported amount of electricity used for cooling 
eggs on twelve Texas farms involving 17,462 cases of eggs. The KWH per 
case varied from 1.2 to 11.5, with an average use of 1.8 KWH. The 
associated costs were 5.4 cents per case or less than 0.2 cents per 
dozen . 
6E. M. Funk, Effects .2,{ Temperature ~ Humidity .2!!. !.!!! Keeping 
Quality .2!, Shell!&&!, University of Missouri Agricultural Research 
Bulletin 382, 1944. 
7A. Van Wagenen, C. 0. Hall and H. Altmann,"Temperature and 
Humidity in the Short 0 Run Holding of Eggs,"~. Seventh World's 
Poultry Congress 6:5l6m521. . 
8 F. P. .J_effrey and V. Dar ago, Effect £! High · Humidity .2!!. i,gg Quality 
During Short Holding Periods, New Jersey_Agricuitural Experiment Station 
Bulletin No. 692, 1940. 
9 Robert c. Jaska, What's~~!&& Cooling, Report to A.S.A.E., 
Texas A. and K., 1954. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
To generate the necessary data for this study, a cooperative project 
was developed between the Department of Poultry Science and the Department 
of Agricultural Engineering at the Oklahoma Bxperiaent Station. The 
experiment was designed to teat a seven and a tventy•five case egg cooler. 
The test, covering a period of one year, was initiated to determine the 
effect on cost and returns of mechanical refrigeration compared with non-
refrigeration and evaporative cooling. The period for comparison of 
refrigeration and non-refrigeration was identified as the seven months, 
September through March. The period for comparison of refrigerated and 
evaporative cooling was the five month period, April through August. 
The two egg coolers were placed in operation and treatments started 
December 1, 1955. The seven-case cooler was located in the poultry 
farm egg room and the twenty-five case cooler in a feed room. The tem-
o perature in both coolers was approximately 60 F. throughout the experi• 
ment and relative humidity was approximately 65 percent. 
The eggs receiving non-refrigerated treatment and held in the egg 
handling room were cooled by a small evaporative unit. The average of 
daily maximum temperatures in this egg handling room for the period 
o O 0 April 1 to August 31 was 88.2 F., with a range from 77.5 F. to 94.6 F. 
During the five month period, June through October, 1956, all eggs 
were weighed as they were placed in the two coolers. Through use of watt 
hour meeters installed by the Agricultural Engineering Department, the 
lGlH of electricity used were recorded for each cooler. 
7 
8 
. Eggs for the project were gathered in wire baskets four times daily 
,. ' 
from the Experiment Station Poultry Farm and placed i.Daediately in their 
respective assigned experimental areas o ·. The eggs remained. in wire baskets 
overnight for .the removal of body heat and were then placed in egg cases 
until shipment to market weeklyo -.chanically refrigerated eggs and 
noa•refrigerated egg• were ident:l.fiecl separately until after tliey had 
been gradedo Grading waa done. by a eoaaerci•l egg handler according .to 
'.... ' 1 
U. S ~ Standards an~ Grades. Bgg candling slips identifying treatment, 
grade and price per dozen were provided following eaca delivery. 
CHAPTER. IV 
IMPACT OF DAYS HELD 
Egg quality deterioration baaed on days held at the farm level was 
l found to be closely associated with egg holding temperatures. Knowledge 
on the part of the producer .. to the affect of time on egg quality 
reduction in relation to holding conditions, may materially assist in 
maximizing returns. Also, frequency of marketing, as a factor in 
determining the percentage of Grade A eggs, is extremely important in 
a production program. Higher relative prices for Grade A eggs give 
producers an economic incentive to organize production and marketing 
programs whereby they can maintain a fairly constant supply of Grade A 
eggs regardless of season or natural temperature and humidity. 
Data from two sources were used to investigate this problem. Fry 
made a study of the change in egg quality measured in Haugh Units3 per 
day up to seven days and at selected temperatures. The newly laid eggs 
used by Fry in his experiment averaged 90 Haugh Units.4 At 60° F., 
according t o Fry, there was a deterioration of 10 Haugh Units during the 
l Lorenz and Nelson, 418•430 . 
2rry . 
3a. R. Haugh, Y, • .§.. ls& ,e!! Poultry Magazine 43:552-555. 
4 It is universally agreed that eggs with thick white measuring 78 or 
more Haugh Units are Grade AA eggs arid from 55 to 78 Haugh Units are Grade 
i eggs. Important to the expected initial Haugh Units of the production 
from a given flock is the period of time the hens have been in production. 
Pullet eggs generally are known to have the highest number of Haugh Units. 
9 
10 
first two days and an additional five Haugh Units from the third to seventh 
days, inclusive. In this instance, it was evident that newly laid eggs 
stored at 60° F. remain within the upper Grade A classification up to and 
including the seventh day. 
In the above experiment, eggs held for two days at 90° F. deteriorated 
22 HauQh Units and eggs held five days d~t riorated 35 Haugh Unit:$, Eggs 
0 
held for three days at 90 F. ~ere no longer Grade AA. At the end of five 
days, thee eggs were at the breaking point in Haugh Units between Grade 
A and Grade B (Figure 1). Quality reduction from one grade to another, 
measured in Haugh Units, is identified on the graph. 
Jaska5 reported on 644 cases of eggs from the Lindsey farm produced 
during the months of April through July. These eggs were stored under 
holding conditions, identified as mechanical refrigeration, evaporative 
coo ling and natural. The eggs were marketed on schedules of l day, 2-days, 
3-days and 6°days. The average temperature for mechanical refrigeration 
was 52.3° F. with a relative humidity of 80.4 percent; for the evaporative 
0 
cooler, the average temperature was 74.2 F. with a relative humidity of 
79 ,7 p rcent; and for natural holding conditions, the average room temper-
0 
ature wa 77,3 F., with a relative humidity of 71.3 percent. 
The percentage of Grade A eggs for each holding condition and the 
days held, as determined from the Jaska report, are shown in Table I. 
the impact of days held on Grade A percentages in these Texas data 
further emphasizes the importance of frequent marketings. The percentage 
decline in Grade A eggs for the two• day holding and the following four 
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Figure l. Decrease in Egg0Quality, Measured in Baugh Units, for Storage 
at 60° and 90 F, by Days 
days holcling for ref;i:~geration were e perceat ilUld.4 percent, respectively; 
for evaporative ceoliag, 7 percent and 25 percent; for natural conditions, 
. . . . 
11 percent and 26 percent, respectively. Figure 2. provicle.a a comparison 
of Grade A egg percentages for clays held unaer the dif~erent h~lding 
conc!litions. ,In six da1s Gracie A eggs clec~inecl 10 percentage points uncl,r 
mechanical refrigeration; ;2 percentage poiats uader evaporative coeling; 
and 37 percentage points un4er natural cond~tioas. 
TAJI& I 
PERCERT CB.ADE A EGGS UDBR DUT~NT JO~J,HG 
IIDITIONS AND· 'DAYS BEU>. 
Holding conditions - l•day 2•days .3-clays 
· .. (Percentage) 
Mechanic,lll 9.3.0 87.2 86.1 
·· Evaporative 81.0 72.6 67.0 





Regardless of holding condition, it was fo~nd.that higb frequency 
of marketiagwas very important to the producer, if a maximum percentage 
0 of Gracie A eggs is. to be placed on tbe market. The 90 F. temperature 
used in the Fry experiment was reached, or. exceeded considerably, in 
Oklahoma. during. the high teap.er4ture months. With egg qual ity red~ced_ 
to Gr.ade B in five days lfhea llleld under higb. tempera~ure conditions, it 
~ff mandatory that the er._oduce;r: cbo~se some type of ai:tificial boldiug 
I ,, ,-
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Figure 2. Percentage of Grade A Eggs When Held One, Two, Three and Six Days Under 
Different Holding Conditions, Texas Data, 1954 
..... 
\.,.) 
Bclcling condition eaviromaents and time periods for this study 
included mechanical refrigetation, 12. months; evaporative cooling, April 
through August; an4 natural conditions, April through July. . The average 
temperatures for mechauical refrigeration, evaporative cooling and 
natural conditions were 60°, 73.a0 and 77.3° r., respectively. The 
average humidities for tbeee tbree types of holding coa4itions were 65.0, 
74~ T, a~d 71.3 percent, respectively. 
Eggs held under mechanical refr~erat~on for the 12 months period 
yielded 87.76 percent Gracie A, 5.97 percent Grade B aad 4.27 percent.· 
Grade C (Table 11). For the sevea"'ID.onth period, September through March, 
eggs held under refrigeration were 92.53 percent Grade A, 4.53 percent 
Grade I and 2.94 percent Grade c. Eggs held under mechanica.l refrigeration 
fer the higher temperature months of .April through. August wer.e 85. 92 per• 
cent Grade A, 7 .98 percent Grade B and 6.10 percent Grade C. During the 
four-month period, April through July, eggs held in.mechanical refrigera• 
ticn were 86.42 percent Grade A, 8.22 percent trade Band 5.36 percent 
Grade C. 
Although evapora~ive cooler data were reported by Oklahoma.for the 
month• of April th~ouah July, they·were not u1ed :Ln th:l.1 1tudy becau1e 
tbs evaporative c.ooU.q unit wa1 fault)' and operated at. :Lrreaular :Later• 
vall. To e1t:Lmate the tmput of evaporative cool:Lq on •aa qual:Lt:, cluriq 
the h~gher temp•rature moath1, data were u1ed from a 1tudy :Ln Texa1 for 
14 
TABLE II 
GRADE DISTRIBUTI ON OF EGGS FROM DIFFERENT HOIDING CONDITIONS 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 
(Percentage) 
liefrigerated 
Grade A 93.60 93.70 87.18 91 . 32 82.78 86.27 85.46 83.95 92.25 91.86 
Grade B 3.07 3.56 7.59 5.09 9. 79 7.24 10.66 6.99 6.85 5.83 
Gx-ade C 3.32 2.73 5.21 3.57 7.41 6.49 3.85 9.07 1.17 2.29 
Non~Refrigerated 
Grade A 86.52 86.15 88.55 63.40* 55.50* 40 . 70* 33.30* 52.64 90.53 91.86 
Grade B 6.12 6.21 6.26 18.60* 24.00* 20.30* 20.70* 18.31 2.88 4.49 
Grade C 7.35 7.62 5.17 18.0~ 20,50* 39.00* 46.00* 29.04 6.58 3.65 
Natural 
Grade A 46.50* 40.80* 27.20* 19,30* 
Grade B 27 .50* 34.20* 24.20* 25.00* 
Grade C 26.00* 25.00* 48.60* 55.70* 



















the months of April through July and from the Oklahoma experiment for the 
ontb of August only. This provided five months of evaporative cooler 
data £or comparison purposes. Since the Texas data provided Grade A 
p rcentage only, the percentages of Grades Band C were estimated for 
the four months of April through July. The e stimatea were based on 
~p cted p rcentag of Grades! and Ca related to tamper tur cond1• 
tion pr val nt during th months wh n egg ra market d w kly. 
Th gg r identified with non•r frig ration for tne month of 
April through August (Table II). Eggs held under evaporative cooling 
during his five•month period were distributed as follows: 49.l p rcent 
Gr d~ A; 20.4 perc nt G de B· and 30; p rcent Grade C. 
naly i action, ll eg h~ld und r 
.v po oolin - for th fiv onth, April through Au ust, were 
G Ad@ A~ B enly. Thi provid db,~ d t to co~ 
El ·ei · .and r@ urn • .hi ce Iii:')' t ~cure c .. 
si .. o ly Gr d. A p@ centa ~ w @ r@p rt@d in th 
da 
pot t1 pr n 
:r:t on 
A u d t n turd 
onth 
t ibution of Q d I tim d 
on h b i• o rk tin r tur@ nd 
r 1 io hip ur t our mo ha Th d di tribution p 
or 11 e1d und r natural condition, for the tour~ onth period 
33 ij 39 pre nt ra A; 27,79 pre nt Grad nd 38.82 p rcent Grade c. 
Th I a on Grad A pre ntag11 relative to holding con ition indicat 1 
th hol i co dition1 y become hi hly important for 1om period• and 
17 
relatively unimportant for other periods. In the experiment, mechanical 
refrigeration and evaporative cooling for the months of April through 
August for Grade A distribution percentages were 85.92 percent and 49.l 
percent, respectively. It was further evident from this comparison that 
evaporative cooling during this period was not as satisfactory as 
mechanical refrigeration (Table II). 
Tbe advantage measured in te1'118 of auataiued quality were 86.42 
percent Grade A for mechanical refrigeration compared with 33.39 percent 
Grade A for natural holding conditions during the period, April through 
July (Table II). This was a difference of 53 percentage points. The 
percentage of Grade A eggs under natural conditions was very low. It is 
doubtful that marketing firms would find it profitable to candle and 
grade eggs with such a low expected percentage of Grade A eggs. 
The comparison of evaporative cooling and natural conditions for 
the same period, April through July, resulted in a slight gain in Grade 
A eggs. The percentage of Grade A eggs was 48.2 percent with the use 
of evaporative cooling compared with 33.39 percent for natural conditions. 
Although evaporative cooling provided less protection to egg quality than 
did mechanical refrigeration, it was an improvement over natural holding 
conditions. 
A comparison can be made with the data taken from Table II regarding 
refrigeration compared with non-refrigeration or natural conditions for 
the aeven"'lllonth period, September through March. The Grade A percentages 
for all eggs held aud marketed weekly for this period were 92.53 percent 
from mechanical refrigeration compared with 88.24 percent from natural 
conditions. Although there were only 4.3 percentage points in favor of 
mechnical refrige:ratiou., .'beta percentages were relatively high. It is 
important to point out that eggs helcl un4er natural conditions ia the 
exi,erimen.t during these coeler ao11ths were located. to take advantage o.f 
the natural b.oldiugt~eratuires which prevailed. Natural hc;,ldiag 
conditions cluring these cooler moaths cum be modifj.ecl and arranged t~ 




TECHNICAL ENEB.fi REQUIREMENTS UNDER AL'fERN.trIVE TYPES 
. OF HOLDING C~QITIMS . 
Two egg coolers were designed, constructed and. placed in operation 
at the OklahGllla. Experiment Station poultry farm. The 7 ... case cool,r was 
designed to hold the eggs of a flock approximately 400 .laying hens 
vb.en marketing weekly, or approx;Lraately 800 laying hene .. when marketing 
eggs twice weekly. '.the 25 .. caae cooler waa designed to bolcl the eggs 
for a producer witll a flock of approximately 1200 laying hens when 
marketing weekly, or approximately 2400 laying hens wb.en marketing eggs 
twice weekly. 
A cooling unit rated at 1/3 hp was installed in the 7°case cooler. 
A 1/2 hp unit was used in the 25-case cooler. Both cooling units were 
standard household air-conditioners and thermostats were reset to operate 
the units at lower temperatures (60° F.). According to the Agricultural 
L, 
Engineering Report, the 1/3 hp unit was oversized since it operated during 
the peak summer temperatures in the 7°case cooler less than oneghalf 
time~ 1 On the ot.herb.and, the l/2 hp cooling unit in the 25 ... case cooler 
would. o~~asionally, during hot weather, operate contiau.ously for two or 
three hours. Howe\ter, in view·of its performance, this unit was not 
under rated. 
Instruments attached to each egg cooler continuously recerded te111p= 
eirature and humidity during the course of the experiment. It was found 
\;. L Nelson, ''Results from Research on Farm Egg Coolers,'' (pre• 
sented at 11Ele~trie Power for Quality Eggs'' Shcrt•Course, May 2.3, 1957, 
Stillwater, Oklahoma). 
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that the temperature in tbe 7-case cooler varied between 58° and 6o0r. 
and in the 25-caae cooler, between 58° and 61° F. 
20 
The relative hWDidity generally ranged between 65 and 70 percent in 
the 7•case cooler and from 55 to 70 percent in the 25-case cooler. Water 
filled pans were employed in both cabinets to help maintain a satisfactory 
humidity level. Without these pan1, lower humiditie1 would have prevailed 
in both unitl. 
Energy Requirements for Refriaeration 
Inergy u1ed by each of the egg coolers wa1 metered during the months 
of July through October, 1956. Baaed on the•• energy u1e data, data on 
daily egg loading rate, and data on temperature difference between the 
cooler, and the 1urrounding air, the Agricultural Bngineerina Department 
developed an eneray u1e expre11ion. The expre11ion wa, a, follow,: 
Q • (C~6t) + (U )t4t x 24) Heat/24 .hour,. e O m C 
Q • Energy u1e by cooler per 24 hour period in BTU. 
C • Specific heat of egg• placed in cooler. e 
• 0.772 BTU/pound egg1/degree r. 
(:•Waight of eggs placed in cooler/24 hour period. 
bt • Difference in temperature (0r) between eggs and cooler. 
C 
This portion of the expression determined the energy used in BTU to 
bring egg temperature down to that of the cooler and may be expressed as 
follows: (0,772 x Egg weight x temperature difference). 
U • Mean insulative value for the cooler . 
m 
• 0.0893 for the 7-caae cooler. (Values obtained by use of 
"heat flow" Mter.) 
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• 0.867 for the 25-case cooler. 
/\= Cooler square feet of surface area. 
• 68.56 square feet for the 7°case cooler. 
• 220 square feet for the 25-caae cooler. 
t = Temperature difference between cooler and surrounding air. 
C 
This portion of the expression determined the energy used per 24 
hour period in BTU due to beat tranafer and may be expressed aa follow•: 
(24 x Um value x square feet of surface x temperature difference). 
In terms of BTU. per KWH, 3,412 BTU per KWH were used for converaion 
since all cost data were reported per KWH. 
According to the agricultural engineers, the efficiency value of 
refrigeration units are influenced by the quality of the equipment in 
use, the conditions under which it operates and the voltage. The 
engineers suggested that an assumed efficiency value of 26 percent be 
applied to the energy use data. This value represents the efficiency 
rate which would be found under practical producer circumstances. It was 
assumed in the experiment that little loss of energy occurred through the 
cooler floors since normal soil temperature was reported to be between 
57° and 63° F. 
A constant temperature of 60° F. within the coolers, a constant 
0 temperature of 95 F. for eggs placed in the coolers and a constant egg 
weight of one and one half pounds per dozen were also aaaumed to determine 
~nergy used. 
Energy cons.pmed per dozen eggs was determined for various daily load• 
ingrates with the outside average temperature equal to the constant 
temperature of the egg coolers and 10°, 20°, and 30° F. above constant 
temperature of the egg coolers (Table III). When the outside temperature 
TABLE Ill 
KWH OF ENERGY REQUIRID PER DOZEN E~S AT DigFERENT LOADING RATES FOR OUTSIDE TEJIPERATURES 
OF 60°, 70°, 80 and 90 F., USING THE 7°CASE COOIBR -- -
9QD.t_~ ~~~· 
60° 
. 1o'tJ . so'tJ , . . . . 
Dozens . Lbs. : Total : Per • Total . Per . Total: Per . To~al,-: Per . • . . . . . . Dozen . . Dozen . . Dozen·· . . Dozen , . . • . . . . • . 
(KWII) 
5 7.5 0.212 0.042 1.869 0.373 3.523 0.704 5.18 1.03 
10 15 0.426 0.042 2.084 0.208 3.738 0.373 5.39 0.539 
20 30 0.853 0.042 2.507 0.125 4.16 0.208 5.82 0.291 
30 45 l.280 0.042 2.934 0.097 4.59 0.153 6.25 0.208 
50 75 2.134 0.042 3.788 0.075 5.44 0.108 7-.10 . 0.144 -.. 
60 90 2.561 0.042 4.21 0.070 5.87 0.097 7-.50 0.125 
~ 
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was 60° F., the KWl:l of electricity required par dozen eggs was 0.042 for 
all daily loading rat • No beat transfer occurred. Additional energy was 
r uired, because of transfer heat, when the out1ide temperature exceeded 
that of the cooler. For ex .. ple, 30 dozen •11• entered daily with the 
o t1id temperature at 70° ., required 0.097 IGlll par do1an •11• caapared 
with 0.042 vhan there was no beat tran1fer. low var, tba , ... uantity 
of •111 tared at 90° r. re,uired 0.208 XWK per do1an or approximately 
five time• the amount of energy where there va1 no heat trau1far. 
Th n•rgy use data generated in Table 111 are pr11ent1d for coaaM 
parison purposes in Figures 3 and 4 in order to extrapolate energy re uire• 
nts per dozen gg1 under alternative temperature end loading rate 
itu&tions. Energy r uired per dozen eggs cooled and held for different 
out id temp rature, up to 90° r., daily loading rate, up to 30 dozens 
with w kly marketing are correlat din Figure 3 Twice weekly marketing, 
d ily loading rat up to 60 dozens with the same temperature limitations 
. ar related in Figure 4. ~ the daily lo•ding rate••• incr••••d under 
each of th mark ting schedule•, all other f1ctor1 being equal, the energy 
require ent par dozen •11• decraa11d, For example, 10 doaen eaa• entered 
0 daily for weekly marketing, with an outside teaparature at 80 F. uaed 
0,373 KWH per dozen eggs (Figure 3). When 30 dozen egg• were entered 
daily, under the same condition,, the energy re uirement wa, reduced to 
0. 153 KWH per dozen. Maximum u,e of the 7-caae cooler for twice weekly 
0 marketing, with 60 dozens e tared daily at an outside temperature of 80 
F., required 0.125 ltWB. of energy (Figure 4) 
Energy used per dozen egg, entered daily in the 25•case cooler 
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the cooler. The average daily capacity was based upon the marketing 
a~hedule. For the 25°case cooler for weekly marketing, the average 
daily capacity was 107 dozen eggs and was 214 dozens daily for twice 
weekly marketing (Table IV). Energy required per dozen was reduced as 
the ~uantity of eggs increased. The extremes of energy used per dozen 
eggs, based on daily egg loading rates, were 1.6 KWH for 10 dozen 
compared with 0.113 KWH for 220 dozens. 
The data in Table IV are presented for comparison purposes in 
Figures 5 and 6 in order to extrapolate energy requirements per dozen 
eggs under alternative temperature and loading rate situations. Energy 
required per dozen eggs cooled and held at different outside tempera• 
0 tures up to 90 F., with daily loading rates up to 110 dozens with a 
weekly marketing schedule are related in Figure 5. Twice weekly 
marketing, daily loading rates up to 60 dozen with the same temperature 
limitations are related in Figure 5. Energy required per dozen eggs 
at any given outside temperature was minimized when the cooler was used 
to capacity on a twice weekly marketing schedule. 
Figures 3 and 4 for the 7°case cooler and Figures 5 and 6 for 
the 25°case cooler may be used to estimate KWB re~uirements per dozen 
eggs entered each 24 hour period up to capacity use, either for weekly 
or twice weekly marketing, and for temperatures ranging from 60° ~o 90° 
F. In order for a producer to minimize costs and maximize returns, it 
is important that the cooler be of proper size in relation to the size 
of flock. Through capacity use of either cooler with twice weekly 










KWH OF ENERGY REQUIRED PER DOZEN EGGS AT DIFFUENT LOADING ~ES FOR OUTSIDE TEMPERATURES 
- OF 60°, 70°, 80° AND 90° F., USING THE 25-CASE COOLER 
-
60° . -1o'lS . . . so" . gio . . . . Lbs. . Total: Per . Total : Per . Total . Per . Totaf · : - 1>er . . . . . . 
; : . Dozen . . D0§8U _1 .; . DgzatL : : Dozen I . I 
(KWH) 
15 0.42 0.042 5.6 0.5 10.8 1.08 16.0 1.6 
30 0.84 0.042 6.03 0.301 11.23 0.561 16.46 0.823 
52.5 1.49 0.042 6.7 0.190 11.9 0 . .340 17.0 0.485 
105 2.96 0.042 8~ 19 0.117 13.38 0.191 18.57 0.265 
165 4.69 0.042 9.9 0.09 15.1 0.137 20.3 0.184 
255 7.23 0,042 12.46 0.07.32 17.6 0.10 22 :a 0.1.34 
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Energy ae,uirements .for Evaporative Cooling 
Ea~rgy ref!uirements fer tb.e operation of a 2,000.eni evaporative 
cooler were estimated. _by t.b.e Agricultural Engineering Bepai-tmeat. The 
total amount of emergy use« by tais unit remainet constant when in opei-a~ 
tioa, regardles.s of the q,uan1:ity of eggs involvecl. Th.e_unit re41uired.0.4 
DH per hour of _opei-atioa or 9.6 KWH per _24 hour perie>d. When in constant. 
• • •• :• • ' •' • I 
vse during tb.e months of. April througa Auguet, the total e.stimated annual 
energy r"equirement was 1,468 DI. 
CB.AffEB.'VII 
· Refrigeration 
'JC_otal and· ammal fixed costs for the 7°cas~ and 25-case egg coolers 
were based upcrt info:rmatioa eupplied by the Agricnaltural Engineeril!IBi 
Departmemt. Materials used ia the construction. of t~e coo_lers were 
purchaaeci from a loca_l lumber yard. at· retail prices. · La,bor eests were 
. ' . " . . ' 
- est:Lmateci at the going hourly wage scale for time spent in actual con• 
struction of each cooler. · la normal retail price was paid for the 1/3 
hp window air conditioner., h~ver., the 1/2 hp 11ait used for the 25-case_ 
egg cooler was purchased at less than reta~l price. 
The fixed costs for the.two mechanicel refrigeratecl egg coolers are 
shelfn be lGw: 
. TABLE- V. 
FIXD .GOS'f FOR ml SEVIN-CASE . AD TD twEWff ... J!'ltvE CASE C®LBRS . . . . .. ·· ....... ,. . ., -· .... ··· . . . .. ','- .·. . 
Seven<>Case Cooler · 
Materials 
· 1/2 hp wind°" air conditioner 
Construction labor 
total . 
Twenty ... f ive _ Case Cooler 
Materials 





. $ 68.02_ 
i2i.l2 
75.00 
. $264 .. 14 
$23.3.56 
· ll.250 ·aas·:00 
$571.06 
The annual fixed c:ests for Elach of the two egg ceolerswere estimated 
. . 
by standard. percentages of first cost; applicable to this class of e~uipo 
ment. Depreciation costs fer each of the cabiaets. were based on a life 
expectancy of 15 years for t.he cabinets and, 10 years fcor eaca of the 
ceoling uaits 0 . Iatexest on investment was based. one percent o~ ODAI 
half of first cost or 3 percent of original investmeafds. An~ual repairs 
ancl .maiat.enance costs were based. on two percent of original costs for 
the ea'biae.ts aad three pereeat. for the cooling uaits o . Percentages applied 
t~ total fixed. cost fer arriving at annual fixed, cost on each coole:r are 
shiRm.bel~. 
'fABLI VI • 
. ?EB.~lffASIS ISQ TO. DE'll~ .. ADU.AL FIX,ED C!=OS'.fS 
· ... T;y:ee · Cabinet Cooliy Unit 
(Perce:nt) 
Coeli.ns Unit· 
D~prec:l.ation 6 2/'J 10 10 
Interest 3 3 3 
B.epair and Maintenaue l 3 l 
Total 11 2/3 16 16 
Applying these total perieentages to the total e-osts for .each of 
the egg ic~ele:u used in the experimeJi~., the anau.al fixed eest• are 
showu ia the table below, . 
Cost estimates were computed under tlle 8$Sumptioa·tnat the 7-case· 
and25"'case egg coolers were used to capacity wj.th eitller weekly or twJ.ee 
we.ak.ly marke.tingo Average fixed cost for use ef the 7 .. case.eeeler fer 
weekly and tw.ice weekly marketing were .00,32 aa4 · .OOle cent per .dozea 
eggs; respectively. Average fixed costs fer tu.25 ... ease cQOler for 
weekly and. twice weekly •rketingwere 0.0008 and 0.0004 c~nts per 
dozen eggso In a comparison of the fixed costs_for the two coolers aad 
the different marketing schedules, it may_be poiat,d. out that as the 
laying flecks were increased. in size and. a greater quantity of eggs 
cooled, a re.ductioa occurred in fixed cost per dozen egge. _ 'lwiee 
weekly marketing compared. wi;h weekly markettns red11Cecl fi,xed cost pe~ 
dozen eggs by one-half. 
Coolers 
Cabi,nets 
Cooling Uait . 
. Total 
· TA'But VII ·.···, ..... 




-i:r:wenty .. Five Case 
18.00 
71.50 
Jtncreasiugth.e 41uantity of eggs coolecl from twice weekly marketing 
in a 7-~ease cooler to twice weekly marketing in a 25-case cooler reduced 
the fixed cost per dozen to one fourth or fram 0.9016 to 0.0004 cents. 
Variable costs for m.e.cah.aaical refrigeration 111ere gener4lted alse 
under the assumption that the two coolers were used to capacity with aoth 
weekly and ~ice weekly marketing scbe4•les. E_lec:trieity cost was assuaed 
to ae t:wo cents per DJ:I. therew:ere no varialtle_costs for the moatb.s of 
January, February, November n4, l)ec:ember. In eaca case the eaer.gy ... use• 
expressi.en was applied to aet•rmine monthly energy 1:e111ireme11ts per 
dozen. eggs fer ref:rigerat:lcm .. 
. The av•rage . aaual varial,le co.sts . for •elum:1.c.al refrige:r;atin. per 
,, 
.. uzea eggs .in the· sevea•case cooler, ·m&rketiq .~ekly .11•-. twice weekly, 
were 800019 and 8.0912 ~ts, respeetivelyo !lie average anaual variable 
costs·for tu.25 ... case cooler, marketing 'tfeeklya.ttwiee weetly,we.re 
0,.0018 ancl 0.0010, respectively per .,isea eggs. Tile pattern•· of v.ariable 
costs started at .zero in :rehruary, graclually iiaereas~4to a peak ia 
~s~, ancl decreased again to .zero ia·lfovealH1r.. !llis .moatllly variable 
cost followed the upectecl tellqMarature patten for Oklalloma. Varial,le 
cests per uzea are aiaiaizef when coole,rs are usecl at capacity, with 
twJce weekly marketings~ 
· '!otal and avarage variable costs were c-,utecl for time perio4s 
to provide . clata for comparison purposes (Table ,_;t;tl) • !llese clata for 
refrigeraticm iaficat_ecl, significantly· higlaer cc,sts for the period April 
through Sept•ber; cemparecl·with the p.ariod .Septem1'er through.Harcho 
Data c:,11 evapora.tive cooling cost~ were availule oaly fer the: per~ocl of 
April through 4ugust. Average vari•'ble cost for tl\is period is .. reclucecl 
•• half by.twice 'lfeekly i181'ketlag_when compared with weekly urketiag., 
Alternatives ia te,ms·of siz• of flock arul marketiag·scllecl:al,• pro• 
vide. producers witb. aeans to recluee total costs ('rule U). 'fetal 
aaual coat for the.seven-case cooler was $57,48,for weeklymarketiag 
with an average total cost per clozn eggs .0£ ..•. 10:51 eeats.. · 'fwice ·per 
week marketing total aaaual cost was $6le5lwith·an average total.cost 
per dezea eggs of ct.eoaa cents·. 
Assuaingeapaeity use ef tile 25•case cooler total aimual eQst for· 
. wekly· marketing, was $143 .. 70 wita aa :average tetal cest per clozea eggs 
of 00826 cents. Twice weekly marketiag .. iii.creased tetal aanual. cost to 
$162092 but gave aa average cost per clozea·eggs of ~00.14 cents ('fable IX). 
TABLE Vlll 
TOl'AL Alm. AVERM¥E VARWLI costs . BY PERIODS FOR. :ID'FEB.llff. ROWING CONDITIONS 
AND MARI<EtlNC: SCBlmUi.ES .. • 
·. : September 1 - March l : April l .. August 31 : April 1 .. J'uly 1 
: Total : Average : Total : Average : Total · : Average 
: Variable : Variable : Variable : Variable : Variable : Variable 
: tt:ost f Coat~ P11r : Costs : ·. Cas,s P,r : Costa : Costs Per 




























15.38 0.00.3.35 10~92 0.00298 
18 • .30 O.OQ195 1,3.46 0.0018.3 
52 .• 24 o.oo.:,go 39.57 0.00303 
6.3.08 .... ---· . 0;00192 47.0.3 0.00180 
} 
29 • .36 0.0064 
29 • .36· 9~0032 
29.36 0.0018 
29.36 0.0009 \a) 
V1 
TABLE IX 
COSTS FOR THE 7-cASE AND 25-CASE COOLERS OPERATED TO FULL CAPACITY UNDER 
WEEKLY AND TWICE WEEKLY MARKETING 
Jan. ·Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Total Average Cost 
Costs Per Do~~n 
:z:-case Cooler 
Weekly marketing 0 0 .78 1.35 2.51 3.15 3.91 4.46 3.17 2.08 0 0 21.41 0.001955 
variable costs 




Weekly 36.07 0.00,3294 
'.!)rice weekly 0.001647 
22-Case Cooler 
Weekly marketing 0 0 2. 79 4.75 7.03 10.34 12.47 12.67 10.27 6.90 0 0 72.20 0.001848 
variable costs 




Weekly 71.50 0.00085 
Twice weekly 0.000425 
~ 
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Twice weekly mark9:ti1mgs are aivantageeus to the producer from a 
eost staadpciat ... Total costs per.dozen eggs cooled. aad held are reduced 
almost one half with. twice weekly mar~etings ie:cmpared with weekly market• 
iag •. These.data su;gest that producers cam a~uble fls,k size and change 
tc twice weekly mal'keting and. reduce the cest f~r holclingeggs undcar 
refrig~ration provided marketing costs are proporticnateo 
Evaporative 
Evaperative. coeU.ag cos.ts were bascad. upon information secured 
througb a conference with t ... Agricultural Enginee;ii:'so The engi~eEa":rrs 
assumed that a 2,000 en evaporative cooler .. would cc.st $80.00 for cool-
ing the quu.U.ty of eggs hel«l by tb.e two me.ichanical refrigeratioa coolers 
and fer all marketing seheclules o The expected life span of sevesa years 
w.u lJSeid to estimate mmwil fixed cGst · il?,$te.a<d of the usual ten years 
.amt no repair Cl!)Sts were used .. 
Although the evaporative cooler was operated only during the months 
of A.pril through August, fixed eosts were applied on .an annual. basis with 
the ~uantity of eggs ccoled being equivalent to the n:umber of dozens 
~oolei and held. in the. egg coolers unaer naeichaaieally _ refrigerated eon. ... 
ditions. -. Tb.is pr«i»Vieea comparable cost 4ata for the various b.olding 
eonditiomi ad market sch,aules. 
The av~rage auual fi.Xelfl ie:ost for the evaporative cooler was e~ti .. 
mated te be $11.43. The average fixed costs per d.Cllzen eggs ·cool_ed by 
-an evaporative unit, the.equivalent of sev,ea•ease and: 25".'case coolers, 
eggs marketed weekly were 8.0010 and 0.0005 .:teats.respectively. ·Twice 
w,e'kly marketings woula r~iu~e average fi.Jted costs by 50 p.are-.t .. 
' 1' .. '." 
Variable cost for evaperative cooling applied Gnly to the five 
TJA\O)ntb perioid, April thrc:,ugb August, when this unit wu in operation 
. ('fable VIII). Assuming a use rate of 9 .6 DH of energy per 24 hour 
period.of operation, the total energy use for the five month pe'lt'iod was 
1,468 !Gm. Energy cost at two cents per DR resulted. in a total variable 
cost of $29 • .36 for the five•onth period~ This total variable cost would 
remain the same regardless of the doz.ens of eggs ~coled since tbe cooler 
·~ozen eggs varied directly with the tquantity of eggs cooled and held. 
'?he variable ~osts per G(O)Zen eggs, e1uivalent to tb.e 7-~ase cooler for 
o~e and tw:i~eweekly marketing, were 0.00'2 au 0.0032 per dozen. The 
variable costs, equivalent to the 25°case cccler for omce and twice weekly 
'lctal annual cost fer evaporative cooling under all egg loading 
rate e~uivalenu was $40.79. Total average costs per dozen eggs cooled 
and held for the five-mointh period, April through August, the equivaLeimt 
~f the l"'case cooler marketed weekly and twiCi1:e weekly, were 0.0074 and 
0.0039 ~eats per doll;;en. Average costs per dozen fCl>r the SGefive1Gnth 
period f@r the 25=~ase c(Q)eler e@luivalent, with weekly and twice weekly 
marketing., teere .0020 and. .QOlO ~ents per d.ozeim ceoled.. 
alternative holding conditi$1!l\S and the t1ro marketing s~hedules for the 
months of April t~rouglt August are found in Table VIII. The average 
. "} 
ieosts perdozeii with the 7°case leooler, ii:efri$erated cooler compared 
with.tb.e evaporative cooler e~uivalent, marketed weekly, were 0.0065 
and, 0.0074 ~entso With twice, weekly ma.xJc.eting tb.ese costs were 0.00.35 
The average costs pe~ aezen cluriag this siae five month periedw:ith 
. ' 
ing these costs wer.a 0.0040 and. o.ooa~, amd for twi<e~ w~ekly marketing 
~er:e 0.002.3 ad. 0.0010. 
Ind.er both mectaaaical refrigelC'ation ana_evaporative cooli._, the 
average_ costs per .clo11en ••c:reased as the ~uamti.ty of eggs cooled 
ia~_rea11ec!lo -IJ~th t_he 7°case evaporative cooler eituivalent average cost 
per d«l)zen ·. exaee.ci11ad that cf •chaaical refrigeli'!ltion. However, as 
" - . .. . , I , . .., ' , . , ·:, .• 
lffnit:, the average cost per dezen ~as redu~ed. to one half the ce,t for 
mechanical ref!igeratien. 
CHAPrER VIII 
TOTAL RE'.!roRHS UDER ALTERNATIVE BOLDJ!liG CONDITIONS 
Seasonal Variation in Egg Prices 
The physiological change in eggs resulting from holding conditions 
and marketing schedules and the economic significance cf these factors 
l are influenced by the seasonal nature of production. Seasonal price 
changes result from. a combination of demand patterns, grade distri~ 
bution within seasonal segments of the production cycle, and the seasonal 
nature of production. In order to be consistent when analyzing the 
impact of egg prices on total returns, seasonal indexes were computed 
using 1952~57 monthly egg prices. The monthly average prices for the 
six0 ye~r period used in this investigation were prices paid to producers 
2 by the Brentwood Egg Company of Tulsa, Oklahoma. These prices were 
assumed to be representative of seasonal priee variations for eggs. 
They are not identical to prices reported by the Agricultural Marketing 
Servi~e. However, these egg prices included prices paid by grades which 
were essential for this study. 
The 1952=57 period of egg prices was chosen beeause this sample 
period embodied all types of conditions, including both high and low 
price years. In order to reflect prices paid producers, the unweighted 
l Oklahoma State University Extension Circular 549, p. 4. 
~onthly prices paid by the Brentwood Egg Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
were used through the courtesy of Don Volz, Manager. 
40 
average oif monthly pricee_w~s the metllod used t~ measure seasonal 
variationo 
41 
The seasonal indexes of prices paid producers were computed for the 
6 ... year period for Grades A, I and C (Table X) o 'these seasonal bad.exes 
by grades are presented graphically in Figare_ 7o 
Prices paid for Grade A eggs were, relatively nigher during the 
perioi, July thrcugh Noveml,ero Low indexes for Grade I eggs predominat ... 
ed during t11<t> seaseu of tlle year, namely, Hay aud June and October 
through De«:ember. CradeC egg price indexes were significantly bel9W 
average £rem August through December and. were slightly above_ average 
dur:tag the other seven months~ The lENer grade egg prices · are generally 
highest during the fbash production period cf late wi11ter and early 
spring .. The Grade A priees are generally lew~r during the flush pro0 
duction season al.though the preportion of tae tc,tia.1 procluetion identified 
as Gr~de A is smaller .. 
Ia order to provide for estimates. of the imput cf the pric:e level 
.~n total retunis, alternative prices for high and low years were com ... 
puted (~able XI). the year 1953 was selected as representative of high 
pri~es and 1955 for lew prices. The average pri~es for these two 
:representative years.were adjusted by the mcmthly seasonal indexes 
('fable X) •. 'fhese annual average prices for the two years and the average 
fer the period are categorized as High, Low ani Average prices. The 
annual averages were computed by grades and are as follows: High prices, 
Grade A, 4708, Grade B, 42.0 and Grade C, 37.7 cents; the Low price 
average for Grade A, 36o9; Grade B, 2607, .a.ad Grade C, 20.7 cents; 
Average price, Grade A, ,38.2, Grade B, 31.5, and Grade C, 25o7 ci:en.ts .. 
TABLE X 
UfflEX or MONTHLY AVERAGE EOO PRICES BY (GJBJIDES, 195~~1957 
t Jan. Feb. M~ls. Apr. May. June July~ Aug. Sept. O~t. Nov. De©. Av®rage 
~RAI>E A 
Average 38.5 :,1.5 35.8 35.3 35°7 35.0 41. 7 42.5 41. 7 38.8 39.0 36.3 38.2 
Index 100.8 98.2 9,3.7 92.4 93.5 91.6 109.2 111 . .3 109.2 101.6 102.1 95.0 
/SB.ADE B 
Average 32.8 32.7 31.5 30.8 30,5 .30.3 34.5 34.8 33J2 29.0 28.,3 29.2 31.5 
Index 104.1 103.8 100.0 97.8 96.8 96.2 109.5 110.5 105 .. 4 92.l 89.8 92.7 
GRJIDE C: 
Average 28.5 18.0 27.1 27.5 27.8 in .1 ~n.3 24.2 24.~ 20.0 20.8 22.3 25.7 
Index 110.9 108.9 105.5 107 .o 108.1 105.5 106.2 94.l 94.l 77.8 80.9 86.8 
-
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Jan. Fel». Har. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nc,v. Dee. 
Months 
Figure 1. Index of Prices Paid Oklahoma . Egg Producers, 1952 .. ~57 
TABLE XI 
ADJUSTED PRICE PEI. ~@ZEN EOOS PAID TOE~ PROI)UtERS BY mmms mmm 'EHREE PRICE l.,EVELS 
~rade and 
Jan.. Feb. Mar. Apr. May .June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov • Dec. Yeall:' 
c~ents per dozen) 
~RADE A 
1953 48.i 4'.9 44.8 44.2 44.7 43.8 52.2 53J? 52.2 - 48.6 48.8 45.4 
1955 37.2 36o2 34.6 34.1 34.5 33.8 40.3 41.1 40.3 37.5 37.7 35.1 
Average 38.5 37.5 35.8 35.3 35.7 35.0 41.7 42.5 41. 7 - 38.8 39.0 36.3 1952 .. 57 
~RADE B 
1953 43.7 4.3.6 42.0 41.0 40.7 40.4 46.o 46.4 44.3 38.7 37.7 38.9 
1955 27.8 27.7 26.7 26. l - 25.8 25.7 29.2 29.5 28.l 24.6 24.0 24.8 
Average 
~.8 ]2. 7 31.5 30.8 30.5 30.3 34.5 34.8 3.3.2 29.0 28.3 29.2 1952°57 
~RADE C 
195.3 41.8 41. l 39.8 40.3 40.8 39.8 40,0 35.5 35.5 29 • .3 .30.5 _32.7 
1955 2.3.0 ~-5 21.8 22.l 22.4 21.8 22.0 19.5 19 .5 16. l 16.7 18 .o 
Average 28.5 28.0 27.1 27.5 27.8 27.1 27.3 24.2 ~4.2 20.0 20.8 22.3 1952°57 




. 'fetal returns by periods er seasoas \Vere Cili>mpute!!l, assuming the 
experimental grade iistribution at the three price levels under alterco 
native hclcUng CGnclitioa. To supplement the empirical data generated 
in the Oklahoma experiment, the returns under nonarefrigeration for the 
period April through J\l!ly are returns to evaperat.ive ceoling usiJig texae 
. utao 'the tc:>tal returns t!;o. tl\e evaporative ~eeler were c~lctulated. h:, 
'1l$euming all. eggs were G1rues. A ani B. · .. Nat111ral ccDJ!litions fer the 
perioli.,. April threugh July a~e also based ea the Texas· data •. Tot.al 
returns were computed for both meehanieally refrigerates egg coolers 
used t® capacity, with a weekly marketiag scheiule. 
B.etu1n!IS to the 7°case ceoler or its e~uivalent, baseo on 10,958 
do~em eggs, iuriq the twi!l\'lve"'1DOnth period, for the high, low and aver~ge 
price levels were as fellna: $5, 148 .. 70, $3,897.09 anci $4,079.42. Illomco 
me~ha!rd.cal refriger.atioa rettvarms fer seven UMmtbs of natural holciiBg 
@cnditioas plus :five-·montks of evaporative e~oling are $4,989.50, 
$3,022 .. 93 and.$,3,878.27 ff)r tne taree priiee leveb. Returns accruing· 
t4' evapc»rative ctleU.ng, A an4 I grades only, fellr April dm:ough August, 
are $2,074.25, $1,463.43 and. $1,607.77 for the three price levels. 
lletiln!!!! from 111.atural 11H~uitioas fer April through .July are $1,551.81, 
. $1,012.34 qd $1,152.10 ('table XII) • 
.. Returns to th, .25-~ase cooler or its $«Jiuivalent, J9 ,055 clozens, for 
a twelv~1onth period, and fer the thr~e price levels< with mechanical 
refrigeration a;"e as fellows: $18,3~3.15, $13,901.35 and $14,548.68 • 
.. moncorefrigeration. returns for seven months but including five ._euths of 
evaporative cooling are $17.,796096., $12,918.64 ..,-,, $1.3,8.3.3.38. Returns 
TABLE XII 
TOTAL RETURNS FOR THE 7•CASE COOLER OR J.'rS EQUIVALENT UNDER HIGH, LOW AND AVERAGE PRICES AND UNDER 
DIFFERENT HOIDING CONDJ.'rlONS 
Jan. Feb. Mar. A:er. Mal June Juli Aug. Se:et. Oct, Nov. Dec;__. Total 
(Dollars) 
J,lefrigeration 
High 444,99 391.6.3 412.25 .395.09 409 • .38 389.6.3 474.93 4'75,47 46.3 • .39 442 • .38 4.32.05 417.60 5,148,79 
Low 3.38.88 298 . .38 310.0.3 299.38 304,59 291.86 357.22 356.55 353.30 .337.07 330.95 319,78 .3,897,99 
Average 353.34 311.38 325,72 .313.14 321.8.3 307.29 375.51 374,88 .368.45 351.41 343.94 332,53 4,079,42 
Non-Refrigeration 
High 441.34 388.48 412.61 386.ll* .399.34* 373,94* 421.34* 435,41* 457,90 440.96 423.08 408.99 4,989.50 
Low 330.95 290.76 311.05 274.02* 278,33* 247,25* 275,15* 304.19* 347.27 335,89 320.33 307.74 3,622.93 
Average 348.01 306.33 326.27 297.50* 305.33* 278.67* .312.35* 332,75* .362. 77 350.13 335,12 323.04 3,878.27 
&vaporative 
A and B only 
High .387.24* 399.10* 376.05* 447,02* 464.84 2,074.25 
Low · 280.50* 284.83 260.94* 305.97* 331.19 1,463.43 
Average 302.85* 310.48* 289.90* 343.17* .361.37 1,607.77 
Natural 
High 380.78* 393090* .369 .31* 407.82* l,551.81 
Low 259.10* · 264.99* 234.ll* 254.14* 1,012.34 
Average 288,37* 297.06* 270.23* 296.44* 1,152.10 




to evaporative cooling, A and B grades only, for April through August, 
are $7,407.47, $5,225.46 and $5,738.91. Ret~na to natural qonditions 
for April through .July are $5,534.79, $3,610.52 and $4,109.08 (Table 
XJ:J;l). 
Returns under alternative holding conditions are essential for a 
comparison of additional returns which may accrue to a specific holding 
condition for a certain season or period and.uader the different situ&• 
tions. In comparing refrigeration anc1 non""'refrigeration for the twelve-, 
month period, using the 7 ... case cooler with a total of 10,950 dozen eggs 
held under each condition, additional total returns to refrigeratioa 
assumiag high, low, ancl average price levels are $159.29, $275.06 and 
$201.15. The 25 ... case cooler for the same twelveamonth period with 
.39,055 dozen eggs held under each eoncliticn, gave additional returns to 
refrigeration cc,mparea·with nonmrefrigeration of $566.19, $982.71 and 
$715~30 for the three price levelso In a comparison of refrigeration 
and non•refrigeraticn, for the seven months, September through March, 
additional total returas to refrigeration on the 6,.360 clo21ens of eggs 
held under each condition for this period are $.30.93 for high, $44.40 
fer low, and.$35.00 for the average price level. Assuming the use of 
the 25•case cooler for the same seven-month period when 22,684 4ozen 
were held under each condition, additional total returns to refrigeration 
over nea.,.refrigeration were $99. 97 for high, $155. J.a fer low ancl $116. 92 
for average} 
~ote: The added returns that accrue to refrigeration under the 
higb. price level are always less than under the low price level. The 
decline in grade discounts when prices -cle~rease are greater than the 




















TOl'AL BETUBNS FOR THE 25-cASB CODI.BR OR rrs EQUIVALENT UNDER HIGH, LOW 4fD AVERAGE PRICES AND UNDER 
















1409.12 1460.10 1,389.73. 1693.91. 1695.77 1651.98 1578.19 1540.91 
1067.77 1086.,32 1041.10 1274.04 1271.58 1259.0l· 1202,59 1180.30 
1116.83 1147.84 1096.09 1339.27 13.36.97. 1313.31 125:;.70 1226.65 
1377.17* 1424.34* 1333.74* 1502.83* 1552.85* 16.32.95 J.57.3.95 1508.89 
977.50* 992.84* 881.93* 981.42* 1084.76* 12.38.31 1198.75 1142.44 
1061.19* 1089 .06* 993.94* 1114.14* 1186.68* 1293.64 1249 .64 
1381.22* 1423.66* 1341.25* 160.3.53*. 1657.81 
1000.62* 1015.96* 930.76* 1097,06* 1181.0() 
1080.26* 110~.42* 1034.01* 1230.83* .1289.,36 
1358.04* 1404.97* 1317.16* 1454.62* 
923.85* 945.28* 834.84* 906.55* 









* Texas Data (1954). 
Total 
18,.363~15 














In &l ~ompairbltOJn of ir:efrigeir:atiott and evap(O)lt'.'Stive ~@@ling f~r the 
high tcempelt'ature mtOJntu of April through Augu,t, aidditional tiOJtal 
r~turn~ to refrigeration from the 7=~ase ~G~l@r 3 @n 43 590 do~en of egg$ 
h~ld undeir ea~h condition» were $1as.36 fwr high, $~30.76 for lww, and 
$166.05 for the average. Assuming U$e of the.25°~ase cooler for the 
same fiveot'!llonth period, where 16,371 dozen egg$ were held under ea~h 
11;@n@iti@n, r®frigeration sh~ed additional retU£rns of $457.70 fllllr high, 
$8~. 36 for l@w » and $ 591. 99 f(!;))r average. 
«)m!llpa11ing m@~hani©,1.l refrigeration 1e1nd eva,orative ©<0>4:llling .for the 
five"'l!l!ll<0>nth pe~iod of April through Aug~st, a~suming that all eggs not 
Grad® A aire ~rade B when held in the evap0>rative ~ooler, the 7~~ase 
~c4:lll®lf gave t~tal a@ditional returns in fav~r Gf refrigeration as 
foll~~si $70.25 for high, $146ol7 for lowJ and $84.88 for average. The 
25~~8$~ ©ooler, under the same cir®umstan~es and f~r the same period, 
gave to refrigeration additiwnal returns of $241.16 for high, $515035 
for l~w, and $298o09 for averageo Total returns f~r @rades A $1!1l.d B 
~nly we11e comp1l.llted in thi~ instan~e for evapGrative ~~io>U.ag, sin~e the 
b~~i~ !exas data pr«w'ided only per~entages of Grade A ~ggsQ Through 
identifying all eggs as G,rade i other than those klmown to be Grade A, 
minimwn additional raatul!:ns @e111ld be shown f«J>11: refrigell:'atit0n as ic:ompm:ed 
With ®W~p@~ative CO@lingo 
~©mpa:d.sit:nn iOJf l!:efrig®l!:atilllln and natuiral h~lding ic:i0ndU:ion:s ftr:»r the 
four~month. period of April through July, using the 7<>case cooler with a 
total of 3,660 dozen eggs held under each ~ondition3 additional returns 
to ref:rigeration we!.'e $157 .28 for high, $293.07 f@lr lL©JW» and $207 .50 forr 
average. Under the samieassumptionis the 25=@1ll$6 cooler with 133 054 dozen/S 
held 1i!lnder each c4;>nditi.,n, t:he additional returne to refrig~ration are 
$560.99 for high; $1,045053 for low, and. $741.24 for average 
Total Returns Per Case 
Total returu mul total additional returns reflec::ted. the influence 
of different holding conditions under different price situations. These 
returns were converted. to total returns per case due to the practice of 
marketing firms eealing largely with the case (39 dozen) as a umit. 
The total returns per e.ase as presented. in Figure 8 were computed 
by use (!;llf d\ata froia the total returns secti~n and the number.of eases of 
eggs ce>oled for the period given. The 4ata were converted to returns 
per «u1se for eggs f~r the varied holding e@nd.ition.s and. price situations 
as follows: refrigeration, September through March, $14017 for b.ip, 
$10.77 fci,r low. and $11.25 for average; non=l:'efrigeration for September 
through March, $14. 02 fll)r high, $10. 58 for low and $ U. 09 for average; 
refrigeration, April through August, $14e02 fsr high, $10.5~ for lowani 
$11.06 for average; evaporative csoler fer April through Augest., $13.17 
for high, $9.01 for l<>w aai $9.98 for average; evaporative eooler (Gr~des 
A and. B only) fGr April through August, $:L.3.5o for high, $9.50 foi 1,w 
ud $10.50 for average; natural conditions for ·April threugh July, $12.77 
for high., $8 • .30 for low, au $9.44 for average (Figure 8). 'I 
Ci0mpariscns were made of total returns per case for the three price 
situations for refrigeration in comparison witn e>ther _holding conciitions 
to determine additional returns per case resulting fr• refrigerationo 
Refrigeration compared with non ... refrigerat~on for the period, 
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7 Month - September through March 
Mechanical Refrigeration 
7-Month - September through March 
Non-Refrigeration 
5 iiionth - April through August 
Mechanical Refrigeration 
5 Month - April through August 
Evap.orat:l.via: 
5 Month - April through August 
Evaporative (A and B) 
































Figure 8. Total Returns Per Case Under Different Holding Conditions for Three Price Levels 
\JI 
o..a 
for high, 19 cents for 1.,, and 16cents for average during tllis period. 
Refrigeration eomparecl with evaporative cooling for the period, April 
through August, gave aided. ~eturns per ease of 85 cents for high, $1.51 
for low and $1. 08 for average. Assuming tl\at the eggs he~,d uncle~ evapora"' 
tive cooling from April through August were Grades A and B only, the added 
returns to refrigeration were 46 cents for high, 96 cents for low and 56 
cents for average. Since the Texas data.used for evaporative cooling 
provided only the percentage of.Grade A eggs, the remaining percentage 
was assumed to be Grade B in the comparative analysis .. to prevent over .. 
stating the additional returns to refrigeration. Refrigeration compared 
with natural conditions for the period., Aptil through July, gave added 
returns per ease of $i .. 25 for high, $2.22 for low, and $1.62 for average. 
Based on total returns per case there was a slight difference in 
favor of refrigeration. ever non-refr·i.geration for the coql weather moaths 
of September through Karch. There was., however., a considerable difference 
in·. added returns to refrigeration compared with evaporative cooling ~n.d 
--:;·' 
natural conditions for the warm weather monthso 
lletu:ms Under 3 .. Day and 6 ... llay Marketing Schedules 
Frequency of marketing was investigated to obtain an .estimate of the 
relative importance of twice weekly compared with. weekly marketing within 
and between the various holding couditions. This segment of the study 
.. was based on die Texas data: and eggs were placed-under the ·various holding 
conditions duriag the months of April through J'lily' and marketed on .3-day·< 
and 6aday schedules. 
Estimates for the 3°day marketing, twice weekly., gave the Grade A 
percentages under the various holding c:omUtions ·as.·foll011s: · 86.1 p~rcent 
53 
· for mechanical refrigeration, 67 .0 percent for evaporative cooling and 50.5 
percent for natural conditions. The percentages of Grade A eggs for 6csiay 
marketing were as follows: 83.0 percent for mechanical refrigeration, 
48.2 percent for evaporative cooling and 33.4 percent .. for natural con ... 
dUions. 
Tae reduction in Gr8'e A percentages from 3•day to e•day marketing 
amounted to 3.1 percentage points for refrigeration, 18.8 percentage 
points for evaporative cooling and 17.1 percentage points for natural 
conditions. This analysis reflected the effects of time aud holding 
conditions upon egg c,.uality deterioration and., therefore, returns to the 
poultry enterp.rise. 
In comparing total returns under the weekly and twice weekly market· 
ing scheoules, t~ three price levels during the months of April, May., 
June and July were applied (Table XIV). All eggs other than Gr•de A 
were considered ~rade I in computing total returns per case. Total 
returns per case for refrigeration on the 5--day marketing schedule was. 
$13.68 assuming the high seasonal pr:lee. Assuming t~e same conditions 




TO'lAL UTmulS PER CASE UDR DIBEUNT BOLDING 
OODITIONS AD HARDTDG.SCBEDULES 
: 3coDay Schedule : 6-Dav Schedule 
: High ; .· Low : Average · ; ligh Low Average 
(Dollars) 
l.3~.68 10.35 10.86 1.3.65 10.26 10.77 
Evaporative Cooler 13.44 9.81 10.5.3 1.3.20 '9.30 10.23 
Natural 
Conditions .13.2.3 9.36 10.26 13.02 8.91 9.99 
the additional returns per case for ; 0 day ma:rketing ~ompared with a 
6°day marketing s~hedule when holding con4itions and pri~e ~chedules were 
the same wem:e analyzed (Table XV). Additional return per· case to 3-day 
. ' 
marketing for refrigeration under high p:ri~es was 3 cents and for evapoira"' 
tive ~~cling under low prices was 51 cents. 
TABLE XV 
ADD Dl~NAL RETURNS PER CASE FOR 3 .. DJAY 
MARKET!NlGS WI'lmlN HOWD~ «::IONlH.'rlONS 
High Low 
(Dollars) 
Me~bani~al Refrigeration .03 .09 
Evaporative Cooler .24 .51 





Adlditioiul returns between holding comditions and between 3=day and 
6-day marketing schedules were also analyzed (Table XVI). Under the low 
p:dce level, :refrigeration with 3 .. day marketing ciompared with natural 
conditions with 6-day marketing, gave additional ret~rns of $1.44 per 
@Heo Assuming high pri~e.s, refrigeration with -3 ... day marketing gave 
mark~tingo When refrigeration is compared with evaporative coolingJ the 
additional return per ease was 33 cents f0r refrigerati~n. Assuming an 
average price schedule, under 3-day marketing, refrigeration compared 
w:U:h natural conditions was 60 cents per case and evaporative cooling was 
27 cents greater than natural conditions (Table XVI). 
55 
TABU: XVI 
ADDffl61AL UTRNS PER CASE BE'lWEEN BOWING CONDllIONS 
. At@· 3 ... DAY AD 0°DAY MARD:TINGS . . 
.. High Low •Average 
Average Within 
J0 Da;t Marketiy 
(Dollars Per Case) . . 
Meir::hanical vs. 
Evaporative .. 48 1.05 .63 ~.3.3 
Me@b.amic:al vs. 
Natu'.!t'al .66 1.44 .87 .60 
Evaporative vs. 
Natural .42 .90 .54 .27 
_Ju,, sgg produieers seek greater returns, the alternatives of different 
schedules, weekly us. twice weekly marketing, offers opportunities fer 
addiU.oxnal returns. Refrigeration compared with non°refrigeraU0n for the 
co~l weather months gave cClllllparatively small added returns. However, when 
refrigeration was compared to other holding ~cimditions, the ad,itional 
returns were important. 
Net returns are more easily understood an4 more practical to apply 
when computed on a per case basis. Fixed. and variable costs were 
previously calculated for refrigeration aa& evaporative cooling includ-
ing t~ twc marketing schedules and the e~olers. It was assumed that 
both eeolers or their equivalent, under natural eond.U:ions were used tai 
@apacity, for the three price situations of high, low and average. 
· Since basic data on grade distribution for twice weekly marketbig 
were not provided in the Oklahoma Exper~nt Station Project, only net 
retur~s for the weekly marketing schedule were computed in this section. 
Total net returns for twice weekly marketing are found. in the appeimcU.x. 
However, only fixed and variable costs were considered under the various 
holding coruUtiou. Lacking data on the grade differential between 
weekly and twice weekly marketing, it was necessary to assum.e grade 
pe~centages for weekly marketing when computing net returns for twice 
weekly marketing. 
through application of the appropriate costs ana returns data, the 
net.returns per case were determined for each of the holding conditions. 
Refrigeration 
Monthly net returns per case to refrigeration. for the three price 
situations were eemputed (Table XVII). Under high, low and average prices 
















. 'l'~LE XVII 
JJIE't RETURNS PEI. CASE TO REFRIGERA'llml FOR THREE PRllCE LEVELS Am}} WEEK.LY lWU<E'f'DlG 
-· 
Jano Feb. Haro Apro Hay June .July Aug. Septo Oct. N,C>V. ,J)eC: •.. , 
(Dollars) 
14.25 13.88 13.16 1,3.01 1.3.02 1.2.77 15.09 15.09 15025 14.10 14.30 1.3 . .37 
14.,,31 13.84 1.3.22 13.06 1,3.10 12.80 15.16 15.18 15.27 '14.17 14034 13.42 
10.8) 10.55 9.87 9.82 9.64 9.51 11.29 11.27 11.57 10.70 10.86 10.21 
10.88 10.54 9.92 9.87 9.72 9.56 11.,36 11.34 11.60 10. 77 · 10.97 10.26 
u.t.9 11.oa 10.37 10.1s 10.20 10.03 11.as 11.a5 12.07 11~ 16 11 . .36 10 .. 62 
ll_;:35 11.04 10.4.3 10.3.3 10.27 10. 08 11. 96 11. 93 12. 11 11.~3 11.40 10.68 
VI 
~ 
for Grade A eggs under all three price situation$ were lower in June 
than for any other month. The net returns per ~ase was highest during 
the m@nth$ of July; August and September. It was found that prices paid 
. Net ret'l:llI"1ms per case for twice weekly marketing using the 7°~ase 
~~d 25=~ase coolers are found in Appendix Table I. The diffe:ren~e in 
we~kly and twice weekly marketing reflected the difference in fixed 
and variable clOist and did not consider grade d.iffe:remces. 
Evaporative Cooling 
As a basis for comparison, the net returns per case for evaporative 
in operation during the five months of April through August and non-
through Mar~h. ln order that net returns for periods and different hold-
ing condition$~ comparable, the fixed c~st of evaporative ~ooling was 
distributed over the 12-month period. 
The net returns per ease were loJer for the months of April through 
I 
! 
was operated (Table XVIII). This method 
:resulted in fewer Grade A eggs during these months when evaporative cooling 
TABLE XVIII 
NET RETURNS PER !CASE TO EVAPORATIVE C@OLlN(G FOR THREE PRICE LEVEL~ Afro WEEKLY MARKETING 
HI@H 
7 .. case 
Weekly 
25 .. case 
Weekly 
LOW 
7 .. case 
Weekly 
25 ... ca.se 
Wee.kly 
AVERAGE 
7 .. case 
Weekly 
~5 .. Ca$e 
Weekly 
Jano F~b o Ma:r o Ap:t o May June July Augo Septo Octo Novo De~o 
(Dollars) 
140]2 13076 1,3.20 12.76 J.2.77 12.35 13.48 13.93 15ol5 14oll 13.99 13,08 
14021 13.77 13.28 12.84 12.85 12.43 13.57 14.02 15.2.3 14.16 14.07 1.3.17 
10.56 10.27 9.92 9.02 8.86 8.13 8.76 9.70 11.46 10.72 10.56 9.81 
10.65 10.27 10.00 9.10 8.95 8.21 8,85 9.78 ll.54 10.82 10.64 9.90 
11.11 10.83 10.41 9.80 9.7.3 9.17 9.96 10.~ 11.98 11.18 11.06 10 . .31 




pr«J>vided ~imly partial pr~tection against ,uality ideterieratioimo September 
net returns per «;ase were liighest cf the year and resulted from a cmnbina"' 
tion of c«mparatively nigh prices for the three price periods, plus the 
higher per~entage of Grade A eggso The September eggs were largely from 
pullets and are generally conceded to be tae best quality eggs laid. 
Net returBs per ease for twice weekly marketing., held under evapora0 
tive @.O~lin.g and 11M:>n•refrigeration, are found in Appen.dix Tab_le II. ".the 
m(Q)nthly net ret!Dlt'ns for weekly·and twice weekly marketing were influence& 
by costs ~nly. No g~ade differential was assumed. 
Natural Con&itiens 
Net returns and total returns per ease for natural holding tComditions 
were the same, since no holding costs were incurre,\L Returns per case 
used in this se©tion were taken from the Texas data for the months of 
April through July where only Grade A eggs were given identified grade 
distt'ibution and the remainder was estimated. Under natural tConditions 
the percentage of Grade A eggs declined frsm 46o5 percent in April to 
19.3 percent in Jurua. 
Highest net return per ease was $13.16 for July., under a high price 
situation in spite of the reduc:tion ia the percentage of Grade A eggs. 
It was evident that Grade A and I price differentials were too l~w in July 
to offset the lGrade A reduction. These met returns for natural holding 
c~nditions and the three price periods are presented in Table XIX. 
Refrigeration Compared with Other Holding Conditions 
.'lot.al net returns are not computed en a monthly basis for all holding 
conditions with weekly marketing. The net returns per ease were regrouped 
61 
by perioids in order to·compare the average net returns per case between 
holding conditicm.s and for weekly marketing. Average net returns per case 
for twice weekly marketing were computed and are given in Appendix Table 
III, 
TABLE Xll 
NET RETURNS PER CASE FOR THREE PRICE LEVELS UNDER 
· · .NATURAL aowuG ·c01ml'l!'.'1,11s · · 
April May June July . 
\-" 
High $12.69 $12. 71 $12,31 $13.16 
Low 8,54 s.55 7.80 8.20 
Average 9.61 9.58 9.01 9.56 
Comparison of Net Returns 
The net returns per case were computed for the three price levels 
in the period, September through March, and for the 7~and 25~case coolers 
or e~uivalent (Table XX). The calculated net returns for each distinct 
returns per case indicated that in each instance very little was gained 
through use of refrigeration under the assumed price. In order to obtai~ 
these net returns to non-refrigeration, the produ~er would expect to 
take advantage of natural holding conditions which exist during the cool 
weather months by ,holding eggs near 60° F. 
Net returns per case for refrigeration in comparison with evapora-
tive ~ooling were analyzed for the five-month period of April through 
Augu~t (Table XX). The net returns are also shown fer the three price 
;j 
?ABLE XX 
AVER~! NET RETURNS PER CASE F\OR HmH,i WW AND AWRME PRICE LEWELS UNDER 
l!»IWEREm. HOWXN~ ~(}NDI~!ONS AND- WEEKLY MAIU.mT!N@i 
: HJC«;H i LOW : AVERAGE · 




April0 August Average 
EV APOBATIVE 
Annual Average 
September0 Marcb. Average 
AprU=August Average 
NATURAL 






· 13.05 13.14 
12.12 12.12 
·{Dlollars) --
10.51 10.56 11.01 11.06 
10.65 10.12, 11.12 11.17 
10.30 10.37 10.84 10.85 
9.81 9.89 10.51 10.59 
10.47 10.54 10.98 11.06 
8.89 8.98 9.85 9.94 
8.40 8.40 9.44 9.44 
~ 
6.3 
levels and for the 7qcase and 25°case coolers. Differences in net returns 
are evident between the two holding· conditions for all price levels and 
for both coolers, The average price gave net returns per case of $10.84 
for refrigeration and. $9.85 for evaporative «::ooling with the 7°case 
cooler. A comparison of refrigeration with evaporative cooling for this 
five=month period showed that the evaporativ-e c:ooler did. not provide 
maximum protection to egg ~uality. 
The analysis of the relationships of net returns from refrigeration 
and natural con&itiol!.1l8 was based on a five"'1Denth period April through 
~gust. Net returns for April through August with April through J~ly, 
respectively for refrigeration and April through July for natural condi0 
tions were preseimteid in Table XX. These data are for the three price 
levels and for the 7-case and 25acase ceclers or equivalent. Under the 
low priice level with a 7=ease cooler the average net returns per case to 
refrigeration was $10 • .30 and for natural conditions. $8.40 •. Under all 
price situations and for bota coolers the differences in net returns are 
comparatively large. Where eggs are held.under natural conditions there 
exists an opportunity for increasing net returns and total income from 
egg production (Figures 9 and 10), 
Further comparisons were made between refrigeration and other holcUng 
conditions by computing additional net returns per case to refri1eration 
above that received from evaporative cooliq (Table XXI). Additional 
net returns per case are for each month under the three price levels and 
for th® 7-c.ase arul25 ... case coolers for. weekly marketing. Returns to 
refrigeration were negative during March. This resulted from the fact 
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Mouths 
Figure 9. Net Returns Per Case Under Average Prices, for Different 
Holding Conditions and Weekly Marketing Using the 7°Ca$e 
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Figure 10. Net Returns Per Case Under Average Prices, for Different 
Holding ~onditions and Weekly Marketing Using the 25~ 

















NET RETURNS PER CASE TO BEFR~ERATION AlaOVE mAT RICE lVE~ FOR EWAPORAtIVE COOLIN~ 
Jan. Febo , Mat>. Aplro May .Jun~ JulLy Augo Sept. O©t. Nov. D Annual 
September= April= 
e@ 0 Averag® Mii:r©h Augu~t 
Ave!:'~e Avell."aM 
(~ollar~) 
.13 012 o.,()4 .25 .25 .42 l.6l 1.61 .10 =.01 .31 .29 0 .39 01.3 .74 
010 .07 "".06 .~2 of~5 .37 lL.59 1.16 .04 .01 .27 .25 .35 010 .71 
.27 ~28 =.05 .80 ,78 1 • .38 2.53 1.57 011 =.02 . .30 .40 .70 .18 1.41 
.2.3 .27 =.08 .77 011 1.35 2.51 1.56 .06 =.05 • .33 • .36 .67 018 1..39 
.18 .19 =.04 .48 .47 .86 1.92 1.23 .09 .02 .30 . .31 .50 .14 .99 
.15 .17 =.07 .45 .44 082 1.91 1.23 .05 =.40 .26 .29 .47 .11 , 91 
0\ 
0\ 
fer March was a fraction of one percentage point more than for refrigera• 
tion. Likewise, added returns for October are near zero and negative 
for refrigeration. Grade distribution for refrigeration and non-refrigera-
tion were quite close for the month of October and costs for refrigeration 
resulted in the negative results. The greatest additional net returns to 
refrigeration occurred for the month of July under all price situations. 
These high additional returns are the results of comparatively high 
prices for Grade A eggs for July and a difference in percentage of Grade 
A from refrigeration and evaporative cooling compared with other months. 
For July the Grade A percentage was 85.0 percent for refrigeration and 
21.88 percent for evaporative cooling. 
Im.pact of Frequency of Marketing (Quality Difference) 
Net returns per case were computed for weekly marketing when eggs 
were cooled and held under the various holding conditions. Twice weekly 
marketing as an important economic factor in maximizing net returns were 
analyzed on a limited basis to indicate possible additional returns. 
The Oklahoma Experiment Station did not provide grade distribution 
for twice weekly marketing. Texas experimental data for the months of 
April through July were used for this section. To provide net returns 
data on weekly and twice weekly marketing for comparison purposes, Grade 
A percentages were c~uted for the various holding condU:ions. Gracle A 
percentages for weekly marketing were 83.0 percent for mechanical refrig-
eration, 48.2 percent for evaporative cooling and 33.4 percent for 
natural conditions. Grade A percentages for twice weekly marketing were 
86.7 percent for mechanical refrigeration, 67.0 percent for evaporative 
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cooling and 50.5 percent for natural conditions. Since the distribution 
for Grades Band C was not provided in the Texas data, all eggs other 
than Grade A were considered Grade B. Egg prices used in this analysis 
were for April through July and are identified as high, low and average. 
Net returns per case for the 7-case cooler or equivalent, under the 
different holding conditions for weekly and twice weekly marketing were 
compared (Table XXII). Under mechanical refrigeration with average 
prices, net returns per case were $10.59 for weekly marketing and $10,76 
for twice weekly marketing. 
TABLE XXII 
TOTAL NET RETURNS PER CASE UNDER DIFFERENT HOLDING CONDITIONS 
AND MARKETING SCHEDULES, 7.;.cASE COOLE,R OR EQUIVALENT 
Weekly Schedule Twice WeeklI Schedule 
High Low Aver'aae High: Low Average 
1 (Dollars) 
Mechanical 
13,4T 10.08 10.59 13.58 10.25 10.76 Refrigeration 
Evaporative 13.09 9 .19 10.12 13.38 9 .. 75 10.47 Cooler 
Natural 13.02 8.91 9.99 13.23 9.36 10.26 Conditions 
Additional net retur'ns per case for the 7-cas'e cooler or equivalent 
within holding conditions for twice weekly marketing over weekly market-
ing were ,also c~pared (T.able XXIII). With mechan.ical refrigeration the 
additional net returns per case to twice weekly marketing varied from 
11 cents for high prices to 17 cents for average prices. Ev.aporative 
cooling varied from 29 cents for high prices to 56 cents for low prices, 
and natural conditions varied from 21 cents for high prices to 27 cents 
for average prices. 
TABIE XXIII 
ADDITIONAL NET RETURNS PER CASE FOR TWICE WEEKLY MARKETING WITHIN 
HOLDING CONDITIONS, 7-CASE COOIER OR EQUIVAIENT 
High Low Average 
(cents per case) 
Mechanical Refrigeration .11 .17 .17 
Evaporative Cooling .29 .56 .35 
Natural Conditions .21 .45 .27 
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The additional net returns per case for the 7-case cooler or equiva-
lent, between holding conditions and once and twice weekly marketing, 
were also calculated (Table XXIV). The additional net returns per case 
to mechanical refrigeration for twice weekly marketing over evaporative 
cooling marketed weekly were 49 cents for high, $1 . 06 for low and 64 cents 
for average. 
TABIE XXIV 
ADDITIONAL NET RETURNS PER CASE BETWEEN ROI.DING CONDITIONS AND 














Average within Twice-Average Weekly Marketing 
(dollars per case) 
.64 .29 
• 77 .50 
.48 .21 
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Mechanical refrigeration compared with evaporative cooling for twice 
weekly marketing gave additional net returns of 29 cents. Refrigeration 
compared with natural gave 50 cents and evaporative cooling compared with 
natural gave added returns of 21 cents. 
Net returns per case for the 25-case cooler or equivalent, under 
the varied holding conditions for once and twice weekly marketing were 
computed in Table XXV. The three price schedules were assumed for each 
holding conditions. Evaporative cooling for weekly marketing gave net 
returns per case under average prices of $10.20 and for twice weekly 
marketing $10.52. 
TABLE XXV 
TOTAL lmT RETURNS PER CASE UNDER DIFFERENT HOLDING CONDITIONS 
AND MARKETING SCHEDULES, 25-cASE COOLER 
WeeklI Schedule Twice WeeklI Schedule 
High : Low Average High Low Average 
(Dollars) 
Mechanical 
13.54 10.15 10.66 13.62 10.29 10.80 Refrigeration 
Evaporative 
13.17 9.27 10.20 13.44 9.80 10.52 Cooler 
Natural 
13.02 8.91 9.99 13.23 9.36 10.26 Conditions 
The additional net returns per case for the 25°case cooler or equiva-
lent, for twice weekly marketing within holding conditions were also 
computed (Table XXVI). The additional net returns per case to twice weekly 
marketing for mechanical refrigeration varied from 8 cents for high to 
14 cents for average. Evaporative cooling varied from 27 for high to 
53 cents for low, and natural conditions varied from 21 cents for high 
to 27 cents for average. 
TABIB XXVI 
ADDITIONAL NET RETURNS PER CASE FOR 'l'WICE WEEKLY MARKETING WITHIN 
HOLDING CONDITIONS, 25-CASE COOLER 
High Low Average 
(Dollars per Case) 
Mechanical Refrigeration ,08 , 14 .14 
Evaporative Cooling .27 .53 ,3'2 
Natural Condition ,21 ,45 .27 
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The additional net returns per case for the 25-case cooler or equiva-
lent, between holding conditions and once and twice weekly marketing, were 
calculated (Table XXVII). The additional net returns per caae to mechani-
cal refrigeration for twice weekly marketing over natural holding condi-
tions for weekly marketing were 60 cents for high, $1.38 for low, and 81 
cents for average, 
TABLE XXVII 
ADDITIONAL NET RETURNS PER CASE BETWEEN HOU> ING CONDIT IONS AND 
ONCE AND TWICE WEEKLY MARDTING, 25-CASE COOLER 
High Low Average Average within Twice Weekly Marketing 
(Dollars per Case) 
Mechanical vs , 
.55 .92 .60 ,28 Evaporative 
Mechanical vs • .60 1.38 .81 ,54 Natural -
Evaporative vs. .42 .89 .53 .26 Natural 
The average additional net returns within twice weekly marketing 
for mechanical refrigeration compared with evaporative cooling resulted 
in added net returns of 28 cents. Refrigeration compared with natural 
conditions gave 54 cents and evaporative compared with natural gave 26 
cents. 
This analysis of additional net returns per case for twice weekly 
marketing over weekly marketing reflected increased net returns varying 
from 14 cents to 35 cents per case, depending upon size of flock and 
holding conditions. These net returns may have been greater if grade 
distribution provided information relative to the percentage of Grade C 
eggs. The difference in net returns to refrigeration from the two 
marketing schedules was relatively small, and other circumstances may 
' 
have dictated the marketing schedule. For holding conditions other than 
refrigeration, the additional net returns were sufficiently high to 
warrant twice weekly marketing to maximize returns assuming constant 
marketing costs. 
CHAP'IER X 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
The major objective of this study was to determine the economic 
consequences of alternative holding conditions and frequency of market• 
ing in order that the producer may make choices consistent with his 
goal. Basic data to achieving this objective were generated by an 
experiment designed to test and compare a 7=case and a 25=case farm 
egg cooler. Specifically, the holding conditions investigated were 
mechanical refrigeration, evaporative cooling and non=refrigeration or 
natural. 
Necessary data for this study were generated by an experiment con-
ducted jointly by the Department of Poultry Science and the Department 
of Agricultural Engineering at the Oklahoma Experiment Station. The 
experiment began December 1, 1955, and data were accumulated for the 
ensuing twelve months. In order to further investigate the implica-
tions of frequency of marketing, data were used from a Texas experi-
ment for the months of April through July. 
The impact of days held before marketing, as related to holding 
conditions, affected the percentage of Grade A eggs marketed. In 
particular, newly laid eggs held at 60° F. for seven days were still 
within the Grade A classification. 0 However, eggs held at 90 F. for 
five days deteriorated 35 Haugh Units and were classified Grade Beggs. 
The impact of holding conditions upon egg quality was investigated 
with eggs held under refrigeration, evaporative cooling and natural 
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conditions. The eggs were candled and graded by a co111Dercial egg handler. 
Egg candling slips identified treatment, grade and price, and were rece.ived 
after each weekly delivery. In order to investigate the impact of holding 
~onditions upon egg quality, grade distribution by months and holding 
conditions were reported. The average annual percentages of Grade A eggs 
w~n refrigerated were 89.78 percent and when held under evaporative cool0 
\ 
ina. and ~on-refrigeration were 77.14 percent. Grade A egg percentages 
unde~ refrigeration in November were 94.98 percent and for non°refrigeration 
t 
were 8~.12 percent. Grade A egg percentage• under refrigeration in July 
were 85.46 and for evaporative cooling 33.3 percent. This stressed the 
importance of artificial holding conditions during part of the year. 
\ 
Technical energy requirements for the various holding conditions 
were generated through application of an equation developed by the 
Department of Agricultural Engineering. Original costs of equipment and 
a relevant depreciation schedule were developed to determine fixed cost 
per dozen eggs under the various holding conditions when coolers were used 
to capacity. ~pplying appropriate prices, variable costs were ascertained 
on a per dozen egg basis under the different holding conditions, by months. 
~verage fixed and variable costs per dozen ·eggs cooled and held in the 
25°case cooler for the period April through August were 0.0008 and 0.00.32 
cents, respectively. Aver•ge fixed and variable costs per dozen eggs for 
evaporative cooling, equivalent to the 25-case cooler, for April through 
August were 0.0005 ancl 0.0018 cents, respectively. Average total cost per 
dozen eggs cooled and held, with the 25-case cooler during the period 
September through Karch, was 0.0017 cents. 
Seasonal egg prices for high, low and average price levels were 
estimated and applied to grade distribution by months to obtain total 
returns under all holding conditions. Egg prices were generated by the 
simple average method of indexes of prices to producers for the 6-year 
period, 1952·1957, inclusive. Total returns were converted to a per 
case basis for all holding conditions, marketing schedules, price 
levels and production periods. Total returns per case for the period, 
April through August, for refrigeration under the three price situations 
were $14.02, $10,52 for low and $11.06 for average. Total returns per 
case for evaporative cooling during the same period were $13.17 for 
high, $9.01 for low and .$9.98 for average. 
Fixed and variable costs were applied to total returns, resulting 
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in net returns per case under the alternative holding conditions for 
weekly marketing. Based on the Texas data for April through July, 
additional net returns possible from twice weekly marketing were investi-
gated. Comparisons were made of the net returns for alternative holding 
conditions, and additional net returns per case accruing to refrigeration 
were computed. The additional net return per case to refrigeration 
compared with evaporative cooling with the 7-case cooler for July, under 
low prices, was $2,53. The additional net return to refrigeration 
compared with non-refrigeration with the 7~case cooler for February under 
high prices was 12 cents. 
The implications of this study for decision making by the egg 
producer largely involves the choices relating to holding condition and 
frequency of marketing. With the objective of maximizing net returns, 
the producer is concerned with those practices which will improve his 
position in a highly competitive enterprise. As shown by this study, a 
farm egg cooler of proper design and size may be used to increase net 
returns during the warm weather months of April through August. The 
magnitude of the additional returns to refrigeration during the sunmer 
months points up the economic impact of choices relating to holding 
conditions. 
The selection of refrigeration compared with non°refrigeration 
during the months of September through March adds little to the total 
net returns. Where nonarefrigeration is practiced, the produce~ can 
maximize returns by taking advantage of natural temperature conditions 
prevailing during the cool weather months and holding eggs at a tempera• 
ture between 29° and 60° F. 
As flock size increased from 400 to 2,400 hens, fixed and variable 
costs per case for refrigeration and evaporative cooling decreased and 
greater net returns accrued to the produeero 
The marketing schedule selected is closely related to the holding 
condition chosen. With evaporative cooling and natural conditions during 
warm w~ather months, net returns are expected to increase in relation 
to frequency of marketing. With refrigeration during the warm months 
and with or without refrigeration during the cool months, a slightly 
higher percent of Grade A eggs are expected from twice weekly marketing. 
With refrigeration very little differences are expected in net returns 
per case between weekly and twice weekly marketingo 
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APPENDIX 
NET RETURNS DATA FOR WEEKLY AND NICE WEEKLY MARKETING 
APPENDIX TABLE I 
NET RETURNS PER CASE TO REFRIGERATION, FOR THREE PRICE LEVELS AND DIFFERENT MARKETING 
SCHEDUIES 




Weekly 14.25 13.88 13.16 13.01 13.02 '12. 77 15.09 15.09 15.25 14.10 14.30 13,37 
Twice weekly 14.30 lj.93 13.21 13.07 13.10 '12.87 15,19 15.20 . 15 .35 14.17 14.35 13,42 
25-Case 
Weekly 14.31 13.84 13.22 13.06 13.10 '12,80 15.16 15.18 15.27 14.17 14.34 13,42 
Twice weekly 14.33 13.87 13.24 13.10 13.13 '12.87 15.22 15.24 15.34 14.21 14,37 13.44 
LOW 
7-Case 
Weekly 10.83 10.55 9,87 9.82 9.64 9.51 11.29 11.27 11.57 10.70 10,86 10.21 
Twice weekly 10.88 10.60 9.92 9.88 9,72 9.61 11.39 11.38 11.67 10.77 10.91 10.26 
25-Case 
Weekly 10.88 10.54 9.92 9.87 9.72 9.56 11.36 11.34 11.60 10.77 10.97 · 10.26 
Twice weekly 10.90 10.57 9.96 9.91 9,77 9.63 11.42 11.39 11.63 10,81 11.00 10.28 
AVERAGE 
7-Case 
Weekly 11.29 11.02 10 • .37 10.28 10.20 10.03 11.88 11,85 '12.07 11.16 11.36 io~62 
Twice weekly 11.34 11.07 10.42 10.34 10.28 10.13 11.98 11.96 '12.17 11.2.3 11.41 10.67 
25-Case 
Weekly 11.35 11.04 10.43 10.3.3 10.27 10.08 11.96 11.9.3 '12 .11 11.23 11.40 10.68 






















APPENDIX TABLE II 
NET RETURNS PER CASE TO EVAPORATIVE COOLING, FOR THREE PB.ICE LEVELS AND DIFFERENT . MARKET ING 
SCHEDULES 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July. Aug. Sept. Oct. 
(Dollars) 
14.12 1.3.76 1.3.20 12.76 i.2. 77 12.35 13.48 13.93 15.15 14.ll 
14.17 13.81 13.25 12.81 12.82 12.40 13.53 13.98 15,20 14.16 
14.21 13.77 13.28 12.84 12.85 12.43 13,57 14.02 15.23 14.16 
14.2.3 13.79 13.30 12.86 12.87 12.45 13.59 14.04 15.25 14.18 
10.56 10.27 9.92 9.02 8.86 8,13 8.76 9,70 11.46 10.72 · 
10.61 10 . .32 9.97 9.07 8.91 8.18 8.81 9. 75 11.51 10.77 
10.65 10.27 10.00 9.10 8.95 8.21 8,85 9. 78 ll.54 10.82 
10.67 10.29 10.02 ·9.12 8.97 8.23 8.87 9.80 11.56 10.84 
11.ll 10.8.3 10.41 9.80 9. 73 9.17 9.96 10.62 ll.98 11.18 
11.16 10.88 10.46 9.85 9.78 9.22 10·.01 10.67 12.0.3 11.23 
11.20 10.87 10.50 9.88 9.83 9.26 10.05 10.70 12.06 11.27 







































APPENDIX TABLE III 
AVERAGE NET RETURNS PER CASE FOR HIGH, LOW AND AVERAGE PRICE PERIODS UNDER 
DIFFERENT HOIDING CONDITIONS AND MARKETING SCHEDULES 
HIGH LOW AVERAGE 
I-Case : 22-Case :z-case 22-Case 1-case 
Twice Twice : Twice : Twice Twice 
Weekly Weekl:z Weekl:i,: Weekl:i,: WeeklJ: Weekl;i'. Weeklv Weekly Weekly Weekly 
(Dollars) 
13.94 14.01 13.98 14.03 10.51 10.58 10.56 l0.6o 11.01 11.08 
14.04 14.10 14.08 14.11 10.65 10.71 10.72 10.73 11.12 11.18 
13.79 13.88 13.85 13.91 10.30 10.39 10.37 10:43 10.84 10.93 
13.55 13.60 13.63 13.65 9.81 9.86 9.89 9.91 10.51 10.56 
13.91 13.96 lJ.98 13.98 10.47 10.52 10.54 10.56 10.98 11.0J 








11.06 11. 08 
9.94 9 .96 
00 
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APPENDIX TABLE IV 
NET RE'roRNS PER CASE TO REFRIGERATION ABOYE THAT RECEIVED FOR EVAPORATIVE COOLING 





Weekly .13 .12 -.04 .25 .25 .42 1.61 1.16 .10 -.01 .31 .29 .39 .13 .74 
Twice weekly .13 .12 -.04 .26 .28 .47 1.66 1.22 .15 .01 .31 .29 .41 .14 ,78 
25-Case 
Weekly .10 .07 -.06 .22 .25 .37 1.59 1.16 .04 .01 .27 .25 .35 .10 .71 
Twice weekly .10 .oa -.06 .24 .26 .42 1.63 1.20 .09 .03 .28 .25 ,38 .13 .75 
LCM 
7-Case 
Weekly .27 ,28 -.05 .so • 78 1.38 2.53 1.57 .ll -.02 .30 .40 .70 .18 1.41 
Twice weekly .27 .28 -.05 .91 .81 1.43 2.58 1.63 .16 .oo .30 .40 • 72 .19 1,45 
25-Case 
Weekly .23 .27 _:.08 .77 • 77 1.35 2.51 1.56 .06 -.05 .3.'.? .36 .67 .18 1.39 
Twice weekly .23 .28 -.06 .79 .so 1.40 2.55 l,59 .07 -.03 ,34 ,36 .69 ,17 1.43 
AVERAGE 
7-Case 
Weekly .18 .19 -.04 .48 ,47 .86 1.92 1.23 ,09 .02 .30 .31 .50 .14 .99 
Twice weekly .18 .19 -.04 .49 .50 .91 1.97 1.29 .14 .oo ,30 .31 .52 , 15 1.03 
25-Case 
Weekly .15 .17 -.07 .45 .44 .82 1.91 1.23 .05 -.4 .26 .29 ,47 .ll .91 
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